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Come see the highly detailed exhibits of the Apollo Lunar Excursion Module (LEM), the space shuttle, new rockets, and a fullsize version of the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB)—the world's
third largest building. The VAB, built by NASA to construct the
Saturn 5, stands 184 meters high and contains an interior volume of 3.66 million cubic meters, all of which have been duplicated in Second Life.
Visitors will receive a gift bag of special gifts including a commemorative model of the Freedom 7 spacecraft, a T-shirt and
other goodies.
A schedule of events can be found at:
http://slispaceflightmuseum.org/drupal/node/165
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A New Magazine for Second Life
By engineers—for engineers
Welcome to the SLEngineer

strength and durability from the

Pam Broviak—aka CivilE Writer

magazine. This month we

engineering equation and re-

in Second Life—is a licensed

launch the first issue of a new

places weight with prim count.

professional engineer working

magazine designed for engi-

While creating in SL may not fit

full-time as a city engineer and

neers who have found their way

the definition of engineering
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into Second Life. Whether you
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nicipality located in the United

have come here out of curiosity,
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States. Although Broviak has
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spent most of her 27-year ca-

searching, or just having fun,

tools in SL are meeting the

reer in engineering working for

we will be searching out Second
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for Public Works Magazine. She
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time. So, in a modern sense of
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the American Public Works As-
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SLEngineer.

her family, reading and writing,

This magazine will also cover
stories related to engineering in
Second Life—the creation of
gadgets, tools, vehicles, and

hiking and fishing, and geneal-

other builds developed by resi-

The current staff of the SLEngi-

dents who may be thought of as

neer magazine consists of two

SLEngineers.

Second Life residents: CivilE

MarcusSRB Raymaker is an

Writer and MarcusSRB Ray-

aerospace engineer currently

maker.

working on a master’s degree

The role of the engineer has
been evolving over time. Long
since past is the time when an

ogy.

specializing in spacecraft syscontinued, page 12

engineer was simply a human
calculator. The proliferation of
affordable and high powered
computers and the software
tools to go with them has freed
the modern engineer from the
bonds of the slide rule and
drafting table. Engineering is
no longer focused simply on optimizing strength, durability,
and weight; now optimization
must also include cost, value,
function, ergonomics and marketability. Second Life, being a
virtual world, eliminates the

SLEngineer Office in Sunset Commerce 2
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ENGINEERING-RELATED BUILDS IN SECOND LIFE
We have scoped out some creations across the grid that may appeal to the engineer in you:

Texas State University

Silver Dollar Saloon

Gotham City

BobCatVillage 152, 202, 26

Dixie 201, 145, 28

Gotham City 121, 89, 75

Calleta’s Hobo
Railroad Infohub
Calleta 156, 246, 31

Public Works Resource Center opens in
Second Life
The Public Works Resource Center, PWRC, has opened in Second Life in the
Crystal Islands development and spans the West Sunset and Sunset Commerce 2 sims. The center has been created to support the family of construction-related groups established in Second Life: Construction Group,
Civil Engineering Group, and Public Works Group.
Real life professionals in construction-related fields will find information,
reference materials, product information, and virtual displays and exhibits
at the center.
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A New Breed of Engineers
The Linden-created physics of

gadgets that make life easier.

Second Life forces a redefinition

The new breed of engineers in

of engineering. In a world filled

Second Life have responded by

with resi-

developing an

dents who

impressive

cannot eat,

array of im-

drink, or be

plements.

harmed,

LIFE
If you have an interest in
engineering in RL, join one
of these engineering-related
groups already formed in
Second Life!

From tools

there is lit-

RL Engineers Group

that improve

tle need for

flight to secu-

the practice

Civil Engineering Group

rity gadgets

of certain
engineering

for land, the

Construction Group

engineers of

Public Works Group

disciplines

The Scarab Mk2 unit display at Aodhan’s Forge at Rieul

in-world.

(94,203,107) An example of an intelligent flight-assist tool

Second Life

created by Aodhan McDunnough.

continue to

However, in

ENGINEERING
GROUPS IN SECOND

Second Life
there remains a demand, similar
to that in real life, for tools and

Society of Women Engineers (SWE)

improve our
abilities to move about, communicate, and build.

Primers for Prims and Particles
You’ve staked out your spot in the sandbox,

One of the most well-known is the Ivory

found your “Build” button, and now you are

Tower Library of Primitives located in Natoma

ready to create. But where do you start?

at 176,177,26. Built by Lumiere Noir, this

Before going much farther, you may want to

place is essential to further your building

consider spending some time learning the

skills.

methods, tips, and tricks of building in Second

Others include:

Life. Fortunately for all of us, several resi-

Design Center, Idea City (70,193,40)

dents have put forth an admirable amount of
effort developing tutorials and other devices
to help us learn how to build.

The Particle Laboratory

The Particle Laboratory, Teal (200,60,21)
Texture Tutorials, Benten (25,115,28)

Ivory Tower of Prims

Design Center
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The International Spaceflight Museum
Among the many offerings in Second Life that appeal to

out over the museum, one can begin to feel the power

both the engineering residents and the general public,

and scale of the rocket that sent man to the moon.

the International Spaceflight Museum is a must-see at-

Other highlights of the rocket exhibits include the space

traction. While the museum works very hard to present

shuttle Atlantis with its external tank and solid boosters,

the exhibits and information as true-to-life and as accu-

the Soviet N-1 rocket (the largest of the Soviet launch

rately as possible, there are also displays and attractions

vehicles), Ares 5 (NASA’s newest launch vehicle) and
Scaled Composite’s SpaceShipOne.

that simply could not exist outside of the
Second Life world.

Standing atop the umbilical
launch tower on the Saturn

Intermingled among the rockets are sev-

At the heart of the museum, lies the life-

V launch pad, looking out

eral probes and crew vehicles from the

sized displays of launch vehicles from

over the museum, one can

space programs. Sputnik is displayed

around the world. With more than 55

begin to feel the power and

near the Soviet launch vehicles. The Vi-

rockets on display, ranging from Robert

scale of the rocket that sent

king Lander can be found near the main

Goddard’s early test stand to the only ver-

man to moon.

tical Saturn 5 exhibit anywhere to the lat-

stage in the center of the Spaceport Alpha sim. Also included in the exhibits are

est Ares 5 launch vehicle, the International Spaceflight

the Lunar Command Module, the Lunar Rover, the New

Museum has a more extensive launch vehicle display

Horizons Probe, and the Orion Crew Module.

than would be possible in the outside world. All of the
rockets and other hardware have been modeled on a 1:1
scale to give a feel for the size. Standing atop the umbilical launch tower on the Saturn 5 launch pad, looking

There are several interactive exhibits at the International
Spaceflight Museum as well. These include a satellite
propagator, a planetarium, a robotic arm, a riding tour of
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Right: In SL everything seems possible, including a trip to Mars.
This photo shows the Viking Lander on the surface of Mars.
Left: Representation of the interior of the Mercury Capsule 15B
Freedom 7 II.

the museum, a solar system clock, and a rocket ride
into space. The rocket ride takes the passenger to a
platform high above the museum with a view of the
Earth below and displays of the International Space
Station and the Hubble Telescope. From there, teleporters lead to a tour of the planets.
A recent addition to the museum is the neighboring
region, Spaceport Bravo. This sim holds a life-sized
replica of the Vehicle (formerly vertical) Assembly
Building from the Cape, complete with indoor clouds
at the top of the building. Also included on the island is a highly detailed model of a Lunar Lander. The
craft has been painstakingly modeled and even has
movable hatches and armrests. If one is adept at camera control, it is possible to telesit into the Lander and
have a good look around with mouseview. There is also
a cutaway of the front of the craft on display next to the
full model. Another interesting build on Spaceport Bravo
is a guard shack at the entrance to the sim done in
great, 1960s-NASA-period décor.
All of this rich content comes at a price—primitive usage
and sim load. While a region can support up to 15000

primitives, efficiency is still required to support the large
number of exhibits in the museum. One of the techniques used in the creation of the exhibits to minimize
the prim count is to use textures on simple shapes to
give the appearance of a more complex structure. Another technique used at the museum is the application of
HUD and image boxes to give the viewers detailed
glimpses of the interiors of some of the spacecraft. The
trade-off of being more efficient with prim usage is the
loss of interactability and perspective/close inspection
limits. So, the more efficient one tries to become with
prims, the more like a photograph the object becomes.
One of the more exciting aspects about the museum, at
least from a SLEngineering
point of view, is that there is
the full range of texture-created
detail vs. primitive-created detail available in the exhibits
throughout the grounds. At the
very low end of the prim use
spectrum are the image boxes,
located under the rocket ring in
Spaceport Alpha, showing the
interiors of SpaceShipOne and
the Shuttle. At the high of the
prim use spectrum is the exquisitely detailed model of the Lunar Lander, located in a hangar
on Spaceport Bravo.

The Saturn 5 rocket towers into
the clouds of Second Life.
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Treating Water in the Metaverse
About a month ago, fishace Pye—a a real-life envi-

The process begins with the transference of a

ronmental engineer working for the Perth, Austra-

household waste stream to a biogas digester—a

lia-based Snowy Mountains Engineering Corpora-

two-meter-diameter enclosed septic tank located

tion—began using the unique capabilities of Sec-

underground. The digester, which generates heat

ond Life to build a 3D representation of an innova-

and methane gas, produces an inert waste sedi-

tive wastewater treatment design—the Darke Peak

ment, or compost, which can be used for landscap-

Zero Waste System. fishace’s design relies on an

ing purposes. The liquid waste is routed from the

environmentally friendly approach to treat a

digester to a microalgae photo-bioreactor, and

wastewater stream. His site, located in Epsilon Ori-

then discharged to a filter system. Biofuels can be

onis (52,98,22), took approximately two weeks to

generated from a high-density cake made from the

build and includes an overall flow diagram and the

algae in this system.

3D components of his system.
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Heat for the digestion process is created with solar

this system is an intensive way of culturing micro-

pools. “The solar pond is about one meter deep,

algae. “Algae is a plant; in high densities it can ab-

and plastic pipe is placed on the base; the remain-

sorb vast amounts of carbon dioxide.”

ing seawater
evaporates leaving
a highly saline pool.
The greater element of minerals
cause a high cap-

“Second Life is the
next generation of the

Greenfuel Technologies Corporation has established a pilot plant to test their proprietary Emissions-to-Biofuels technology at NRG’s Big Cajun

net; ecological

II—a 1489 net megawatt coal-fueled power plant

engineering is the next

in New Roads, Louisiana. This technology uses the

ture of solar energy,” said fishace.

generation of

microalgae photo-bioreactor concept to capture

engineering”

and reduce carbon dioxide emissions into the atmosphere. The algae, which are harvested daily,

“Freshwater is
pumped through the pipe; the result is very hot

can be converted to biofuels.

water.” Freshwater can be used in place of sea-

The pilot test will take place over a four-month pe-

water, but the water will not be as hot.

riod, during which different algae species will be

There is also a seawater swimming pool built into
the system. “The pool is also a heat sink keeping

selected to optimize the system’s treatment performance. Greenfuel’s literature indicates that a
full-scale commercial implementa-

overall temperatures up like a

tion could recycle enough carbon

central heating system,” said

dioxide to yield 8000 gallons of bio-

fishace. “Solar heats the pool,

diesel per acre under optimum con-

and a heat exchanger cools air

ditions.

in the cool room. It’s all based
on integrated biosystems that

This technology can also be adapted

are connecting waste and en-

to wastewater operations. Carbon

ergy resources, and waste is a

dioxide emissions generated at a

resource.”

plant can be treated with an Emissions-to-Biofuels system. This proc-

The water from the waste

ess would then feed the resulting

stream is routed through sev-

carbon-rich biomass back into a

eral biofilters using seaweed

plant’s anaerobic digester where it

and mussels. “The algae strips

would be converted to fuel for the

about 70% of available nutri-

boiler.

ents, and the fish waste is first
moved through mussels that
capture some of the microsolids. Then the seaweed polishes any further nutrients
left.” Disinfection in the sys-

Remarkably, fishace has managed
Aerial view of fishace Pye’s Darke Peak

to present all of this innovation and

Zero Waste system located in Epsilon technology on a 1280 square meter
site in Second Life. “Second Life is
Orionis (52,98,22)

tem is accomplished using a ultraviolet sterilizer.
The microalgae photo-bioreactor technology component located at fishace’s site is a groundbreaking innovation. fishace said the bioreactor in

fantastic; it is a great easy way to
transfer thoughts to reality—that is virtual reality
of course,” said fishace. “Second Life is the next
generation of the net; ecological engineering is the
next generation of engineering.”
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International Technology Exposition Coverage

The International Technology Expo (ITE), held

ture, Sundog Sakai of Axis VR, Keystone Bou-

Fri., April 20, 2007 through Sun., April 22,

chard of Clear Ink, and Liam Kanno of V3

2007, was a professionally organized show

Group.

Navillus Batra of i3D Now discusses the many
products his company has developed to integrate real-life business needs into Second Life.

similar in many ways to those held in real life.
There were booths for products and services,

The discussion focused on how each panelist

avatars manning the booths and offering infor-

assists clients with the community, architec-

mation, swag, and demonstrations. Silicon City

ture, technology, and environment of Second

hosted the show in a three-story building ac-

Life. Some comments from the panelists follow:

cessible by tram from Silicon Island.

“Use Second Life to explore things you

Product demonstrations and launches, exhibits,

cannot implement in real life,” Key-

and lectures were held over a three-day period

stone Bouchard.

beginning on Friday at noon PDT. Entertainment was offered on Friday and Saturday
nights.
A builder’s discussion panel titled a
"Developer’s Perspective on Client Demands:
Community, Architecture, Technology & Environment" was held at noon PDT on Saturday.
Those participating were Merak Ur as moderator, Scope Cleaver of Scope Cleaver Architec-

“Use design and symbols to convey
ideas and engage users,” Scope
Cleaver.
“Second Life purports to be a metageographic world but it is still bound by
the limitations of existing network
technologies and paradigms,” Sundog
Sakai.

“Technology provides the canvas on
top of which art and culture can happen,” Liam Kanno.
On Sunday, a technology discussion panel—
"Breaking the Boundaries of SL: Developing a
Robust User Experience for Corporations &
Residents inside & outside SL”—was held.
Those participating were Wiz Nordberg as moderator, Dalian Hansen of SLQuery.com, Cherub
Spectre of Pixel Trix, Barry Walcher of Rezzible,
and Navillus Batra of i3D Now.
The panelists offered advice based on the successful implementation of their ideas in Second
Life. They discussed the need to be passionate
and involved, flexible, and versatile.
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Photos from the ITE Show held April 20-22,
2007, on the Silicon City sim.

Other Technology-based Happenings in Second Life

The weekend of April 21-22 also hosted several other shows related to the implementation of
technology in Second Life. This included the Second Life Book Fair. During the fair, discussions
were held about the methods of publishing books and other literary works in SL. All of the
methods discussed rely on inventions developed by SLEngineers. Last Sunday, Toneless Tomba,
developer of the THiNCBook printing press, delivered a presentation about his invention and the
books it creates. Vision Paperbacks and Fusion Press hosted this event at an open lecture hall in
the middle of the Book Publishing Village (Wallaby 184,94,54).
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Beginning in May 1, 2007, those digging in the United
States may call 811 to request the location of underground utility lines.
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Although there are many groups set up
for engineers creating or roleplaying in
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Engineering Groups—SL Style!
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